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What do you see?
What does it mean?
What can you use it for?
How could you look at it differently?
Activities & Outcomes
  
Needs analysis
Needs analysis questionnaires in 5 countries
Written report on questionnaires
  
Pupils’ Workbooks
draft version 6-9 / 9-12 tested by educators
trials of units in schools
Pupils’ Workbook 1 EN /PT /ES
Pupils’ Workbook 2  EN/PT/ES
 
Teachers’ Guides
draft version to PW1 / to PW 2 tested by educators
Teacher’s Guide  to Pupils’ Workbook 1 EN /PT
Teacher’s Guide to Pupils’ Workbook 2 EN/PT
Final evaluation by educators
Trials of Materials
Teacher Education
Course 1 in Castelo Branco, Portugal
Course 2 in Tortosendo, Portugal
Course 3 in Glasgow, Scotland, UK
  
 Dissemination
Website in EN / PT http://ve.ese.ipcb.pt
Papers presented at conferences:
International Conference ‘Património Cultural e Globalização’, Castelo 
Branco, May 2006
‘Language,Communication, Culture’ International conference, Lisbon, 
November 2006, . 
International EDM REPORTER Comenius Network International 
Conference, Russe, Bulgaria, May 2007
IILL Dissemination Conference in Istanbul, Turkey, 28 June 2007
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Do we really reflect on the books/pictures we are using to teach our children about their own culture and that of others?
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Unit 2
Aims of  the Unit
For visual literacy:
• To read and produce visual text;
• To interpret, use, appreciate, and create visual text.
For intercultural education:
• To recognise similarities and differences among characters;
• To be able to work with different points of  view.
Visual Text Analysis – Special Features
The visual text is about the representation of  a group of  human figures, mainly of  children
on a playground and also of  two human figures that may be identified as adults. At a first
glance the child figures seem spatially unorganised: they are playing and they are engaged in
several types of  interaction. However, a closer look reveals that there is a tight organisation of
the composition in what concerns characters and their relative positions.  The visual texts
creates a central area for a child on a wheelchair in that this child figure is surrounded by
children on all sides.  The open horizontal arms of  this character points to movement similar
to that of  birds and to the character behind it. This interaction may annul stereotypical
interpretations that would read the character’s wheelchair as a symbol of  disability. Interesting
in this visual text is also the plurality and diversity of  interactions and human communication
represented. The ‘adult’ characters are represented in partnership with the child characters,
either kneeling down at their level (bottom right) or receiving a flower from one of  the child
characters. The other adult character (top left) stands in a more pedagogical role: it is standing
over two child characters, symbolising authority and domination. The  hands on each child
character head points towards a mediating function and a conflict resolution attitude. Besides
groups of  interacting children, there are also child characters on their own: the child with a
teddy bear, the child writing on a piece of  paper, the child top right, walking behind a couple
of  others. On this playground these children compensate for lack of  interactivity through
other forms of  mediation, namely the toy, writing, etc. The child characters have a common
identity – that of  pupils in a playground, for instance – although they could be organized
according to differences: ethnic, gender, ability, behaviour. They are further organised in an
opposition of  adult/ child, in group/individual, playing/fighting, talking/silent, etc. The
yellow background, which conveys optimism and energy, reinforces the positive aspects of
diversity.
Summary of  Teaching Ideas
Analysing visual text in terms of  similarities and differences of  characters.
Developing children’s creativity through analysis of  the uses of  text and image.
Understanding how setting and action is represented in visual text.
Analysing facial expression to understand feelings.
Adopting the point of  view of  another and a perspective on eventsImagining what might
happen.
Doing international research project
Book Summary or Contextual Information on Visual Text
This is a picture by Slovenian illustrator Polona Lovsin. She is a painter and a free-lance
illustrator, having illustrated for several Slovenian picture books.
http://ve.ese.ipcb.pt
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